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Test the units on-site to make sure that reception is 
reliable and no obstructions or interference is blocking 
phone communications.

In situations that are especially dangerous, check-ins
should be done more often. These situations
include:
• Working with high voltages
• Working in extreme temperatures or weather 

conditions
• Working at heights
• Working in areas where a gas leak could displace 

oxygen
• Working on or around moving equipment or 

machinery
• Working in remote locations.

If working in a remote location, it’s good practice
to contact emergency services to make sure they
would be able to respond in case something
happens. Otherwise, other arrangements should
be made.

There are some jobs that should NEVER be done
by anyone working alone. These include working
in confined spaces and working with toxic
chemicals. For these types of jobs, at least two
workers are always required. 

Develop a working alone communication 
plan with your workers. Determine who the designated 
contact person will be, how they will communicate, and 
how often.  

Discuss some examples at your worksite of when workers 
may work alone and go over the procedures for such 
work. 

Ensure all safety and work-related procedures are spelled 
out in the company health and safety policy and review 
them with your crew.

Working alone means that you’re the only person on a 
site or you’re isolated from other workers on a site.

If you become injured, trapped, or unconscious when 
working alone and not able to call for help, it may be 
some time before anyone finds out you’re in trouble 
or where you’re located. This delay in getting help or 
treatment can cause an injury to become more serious, 
even deadly

When working alone, it is important that you:
• Are aware of real and potential hazards in the area
• Are trained to recognize and control these hazards
• Are provided with the procedures and equipment to 

do the job safely
• Have a check-in policy or other communication 

procedure in place that identifies if you’re in trouble 
and where you are.

Communication when working alone is crucial. 
Ensure that:
• A procedure for checking in has been established. 

Either a person (e.g., supervisor) has been designated 
to check on you at regular intervals and at the end of 
the day or you have a designated time or schedule for 
calling in.

• The check-in procedure and intervals for contact 
are clearly understood by you and the designated 
contact person.

• The contact person is aware of your work schedule 
each day and is kept up-to-date on changes to it.

• The communication equipment you’re using is in 
good working order.

If a site telephone will be used, it should be clearly 
identified, conveniently located, and working properly. The 
number of the person to be contacted should be posted 
on or near the phone. Mobile devices can also be used. 

Safety
talk

Explain dangers

Identify controls

Demonstrate

WorkingAlone
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If you have employees who drive for work, whether 
they drive commercial vehicles, company vehicles, 
or their own vehicles, you need to manage the 
risks they may encounter while they’re driving.

That’s why IHSA has created a web page that 
hosts a series of road safety resources. They 
include information that tells employers what their 
obligations are when it comes to road safety, as 
well as describing effective and practical 
prevention strategies

 “The tools that are available are free and easy 
to use and are designed to support an employer 
who doesn’t know where to start when it comes to 
managing road safety or an employer who already 
has an effective program in place but wants to add 
a little more to complement their efforts,” says 
Michelle Roberts, Director of Stakeholder and 
Client Engagement with IHSA. 

New road 
safety 

resources for 
employers 

available 
from IHSA  “The tools that are available are 

free and easy to use and are de-
signed to support an employer 
who doesn’t know where to start 
when it comes to managing road 
safety or an employer who already 
has an effective program in place 
but wants to add a little more to 
complement their efforts,” says Mi-
chelle Roberts, Director of Stake-
holder and Client Engagement 
with IHSA. 
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As with all business processes, you need a solid plan to 
achieve your road safety goals. Your company may be 
large, medium-sized, or small, and your employees may 
drive company vehicles or their own vehicles. But in 
every case, the straightforward Four-Step Process 
(Plan, Do, Check, and Act), which is described on the 
web page, will give your plan a framework for building a 
road safety program that’s right for your organization.

Having an effective occupational road safety plan can 
not only prevent work-related motor-vehicle incidents 
from happening but also minimize the injuries, financial 
costs, and other losses you could face if one should 
occur. Your first step is to understand where the 
organization is in relation to road safety and where it 
should be. Then you need to set goals, establish 
priorities for action, assign responsibilities, and decide 
how to measure the success of what has been done. 
Achieving these steps will help you reach your 
destination—an effective and comprehensive road 
safety program for your employees who drive for work.

IHSA will help you on this journey by providing a road 
safety solutions web page. It contains free customizable 
policies, procedures, safety talks, YouTube videos, tip 
sheets, posters, and a new e-learning option for IHSA’s 
Preventing Work-Related Motor-Vehicle Incidents course. 

This course will help employers develop and implement 
a road safety program with the goal of reducing injuries 
and fatalities caused by MVIs and collisions. It will break 
down specialized road safety practices and processes 
into manageable steps that employers can take at their 
workplaces.

The course is intended for employers, small business 
owners, and fleet managers who need guidance on 
getting started and want to learn more about health 
and safety best practices for work-related driving that 
go beyond minimum compliance.

To access your free resources and find out how IHSA 
can help your employers be safer on Ontario roads, visit 
ihsa.ca/roadsafetysolutions

To access the Preventing Work-Related Motor-Vehicle 
Incidents e-learning course, go to ihsa.ca/elearning/
ihsa/PWRMVI

Motor-vehicle 
incidents (MVIs) are 
the leading cause of 

traumatic work-related 
fatalities in Ontario. P L A N

D
O

CHECK

A
C

T Drive Safe
For Life
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Il Duca Contracting has its new Certificate of 
Recognition (COR™) framed at its office in Etobicoke. 
It hangs above a black and white photo of a man 
operating an excavator. The operator is Walter 
Pannia’s father, Gaetano. He founded the company in 
1987 with Walter’s brother, Vincenzo.

Il Duca receives 90 percent of its business (road 
reconstruction, laneway projects, concrete 
sidewalks) from the City of Toronto. And with a crew 
of 18, they are by any standard a small 
business.

“It was either changing our business plan or 
seeking COR™ certification,” says Pannia, General 
Manager at Il Duca. He is referring to the City of 
Toronto having rolled out, over the last three years, 
a requirement for contractors bidding on municipal 
construction projects to be COR™ certified. The third 
and final phase of the rollout was in January 2019. 

The City of Toronto is part of a growing list of large 
construction buyers who have prioritized a 
contractor’s health and safety performance. 
Metrolinx, the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC), 
Infrastructure Ontario, and the Greater Toronto 
Airport Authority (GTAA) are but a few big buyers 
on the list that have made COR™ certification a 
mandatory aspect of its procurement process. 

In Ontario, over 400 companies have become COR™
certified, with 1,208 currently registered and at 
varying stages in the process. The trend toward 
certification is province-wide.

“Before you get into COR™, you believe you have 
been doing all you were supposed to be doing. 
But you soon realize your health and safety system 
was little more than a binder. There were forms you 
reviewed and implemented every year. You met the 
minimum legislative requirements, then the binder 
went back on the shelf. Once you start COR™, you 
really begin to see all of the inadequacies and 
inefficiencies pop up.”  

Workers now focus on health 
and safety first
The difference with COR™ is its routine 
implementation. Certification demonstrates that 
your health and safety management system has been 
developed. The program is being implemented daily 
and evaluated annually through comprehensive 
internal and external audits. 

Mario Migliacci, Il Duca’s Health and Safety 
Coordinator, says it took Il Duca two years to 
become certified, which is average. “At first it was 
difficult getting everyone to buy into the system. 
The workers weren’t all on board with the changes. 
There was some resistance. You know, ‘More 
complaints, more regulations!’ But they soon saw 
that COR™ was for their own benefit. Once that 
initial fear was eliminated, they embraced it. Now 
the workers look out for and help each other. Health 
and safety has become a daily habit.” 

One small business’s journey 
towards COR™ certification 
and what they learned 
along the way

COR   TMAdvice

Walter Pannia (l) and Mario Migliacci (r)
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“We are still producing. Still doing the same work. 
But there is a real focus on health and safety now,” 
says Pannia. “They might have gone for lunch on a 
hot day and forgotten to put on their hard hats again. 
Or they’d walk over a TC 54 traffic barrel that had 
been knocked over. You don’t see that happening 
now. Those examples might seem minor, but they are 
proof of how the program is working.”

The COR™ process has also improved communication 
across the board. Pannia says the ease and comfort 
his crew now have in approaching him – not just with 
health and safety matters – is noticeable. “I think it’s 
an offshoot of the program. There is a trust and 
understanding that maybe was not there before.” 
Ken Rayner, Vice President of Customer Relations 
at IHSA, says, “What is really working is Il Duca’s 
health and safety management system. COR™ is the 
standard, but what Il Duca has done is taken that 
standard and created its own system. It belongs to 
them. And that is how you do it.”
Rayner recommends that companies use their own 
employees as resources to create and build their 
health and safety management system to the best 
of their ability, so that it becomes their own. He also 
advises companies to make use of what IHSA can 
offer. “We lead you in the right direction. We are not 
going to write the policies for you, but we will give 
you guidance and encourage you to do it yourself. 
To build it yourself.”

Small steps go a long way
Migliacci insists that the program continues to 
develop because everyone is thinking about it. 
“You can dictate, but the results are not the same. 
We let them ask the questions and let them be part 
of coming up with the answer. The point is to make 
everyone believe they are part of the process. That 
is the key to success. You build the trust.”

 “With smaller companies like ours, you are better 
off taking small steps. The key is to get something 
in place and build off of it. What you do not want 
to do is go to your staff and say, ‘Here is the 
finished product.’ That is where you will encounter 
the pushback. That happened to us. So we took 
one step back and said, ‘Okay, one step at a time.’ 

That is when it really started coming together.”

Migliacci and Pannia’s advice to other small 
businesses either considering or about to embark 
on their COR™ journey is not to take shortcuts. “Get 
it started and build on it. You need a solid 
foundation, so start with the basics. As you get 
further along, you will find that you are building the 
system a lot faster, and a lot more thoroughly. Start 
it off yourself. Use IHSA, they have the resources. 
Ask the questions. When you start to actually 
understand what you are doing, everything falls 
into place.”

Migliacci even emphasizes reaching out to your 
competitors. “You are not alone. Health and safety 
has nothing to do with business. There were 
larger companies ahead of us in the COR™ line, and 
we bounced ideas off them. We all talked to each 
other.” 

Pannia says he also notices the difference in 
daily operations of other contractors who are COR™ 
certified. “I can pick out little, minor variations. The 
way they have set up their traffic controller. Or how 
a machine is positioned. The crews are working 
together. Once COR™ becomes industry-wide, I can 
really see it flourishing.”

“You know,” he continues, “everything else is 
secondary. People built roads before I did, and 
people will build them after I am gone. The 
primary goal – forget production and everything 
– the primary goal is people getting home every 
night to their families.”

Learn more about COR ™ and get started on your 
own COR ™ journey. Go to https://www.ihsa.ca/
cor/getting-started or call 1 800 263 5024.
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Small business injury rates 
show why safety matters

Small businesses 
in Ontario have 

unique health and 
safety needs as 

well as obstacles 
that prevent them 

from meeting 
those needs.

Often small business owners don’t 
believe they have the budget or 
the staff for an effective health 
and safety management system. 
But when you have only a few 
employees, the absence of even 
one injured or sick worker can be a 
problem. 

All employers have a duty to protect 
their workers from injuries, diseases, 
disabilities, and death. Although 
a small business may employ just 
a few people, small businesses in 
Ontario account for a large number 
of workers, especially among IHSA’s 
member firms. 

If your small business doesn’t 
seem like a place where someone 
could be injured, you may get a 
little complacent and not think too 
much about safety. But inevitably 
incidents happen, and you should be 
prepared for them when they do.

Most of IHSA’s member firms 
are small businesses, which are 
companies with fewer than 50 full-
time-equivalent employees (FTEs). 
In fact, 95 per cent of our member 
firms have fewer than 20 FTEs. That 
amounts to more than 100,000 
companies. 

NOTE: Firms with 0 insurable 
earnings (i.e., independent 

operators) have been excluded.

Sizes of IHSA 
Member Firms 

in 2018

100+ Workers 
945 Firms 

1%
1 to 4 Workers 
89,452 Firms 

83%

50 to 99 Workers 
1,230 Firms 

1%
5 to 19 Workers 

13,014 Firms

12%
20 to 49 Workers 

3,522 Firms 

3%

Source: WSIB/EIW 2018 
Snapshot Current to March 2019
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According to the Institute for Work 
and Health (IWH), small businesses 
employ over half of all Canadians 
working in the private sector. 
Research shows that workplace 
fatality rates tend to be higher in 
the sectors that are traditionally 
occupied by small companies. 

That finding corresponds with 
IHSA’s injury trend data as shown 
in the chart below. In the five years 
from 2014 to 2018, IHSA member 
firms with less than 20 employees 
had the highest rates of lost-time 
injuries (LTIs). 

All businesses, no matter how 
small they are, need to maintain a 
safe workplace and follow either 
provincial or federal regulations, 
depending on the kind of work 
they do. 

That means they need to
• Develop, implement, and keep 

up-to-date any appropriate safe 
work procedures. 

• Provide training, information, 
and orientation to all employees.

If you are a one-person business, 
then you are an independent 
operator. That means it’s your 
responsibility to take care of 
yourself because, without you, there 
is no business.

If you have two to five employees, 
it is your responsibility to take 
reasonable precautions to protect 
your workers from injury or illness 
on the job.

If you have more than five 
employees, you may need to 
start formalizing some of your 
processes. You may have workers 
at different jobsites, which means 
you can’t be with them all the time.                  

This is when training becomes even 
more important so that everyone 
understands how to get the job done 
safely. Companies with more than five 
employees also need a Health and 
Safety Representative (HSR) as well as 
a written health and safety policy and a 
program to implement that policy. 

To learn how IHSA can help when you 
are starting to build a health and safety 
program for your small business, visit 
our Small Business resource page at 
ihsa.ca/smallbusiness.aspx. Here you 
will find sample checklists, training 
solutions, and a variety of information 
you can use as a general starting point 
for building safety into your work. 

For more comprehensive resources, 
visit our Policy and Program 
Templates section. In addition, part 
1 of our Joint Health and Safety 
Committee (JHSC) Certification 
program is a good place for your 
HSR to start their training. IHSA’s 
downloadable Guideline for Health 
and Safety Representatives (W002) 
can also provide some basic 
information on their duties and 
responsibilities.

LTI Rates by Firm 
Size-5-Year Tread

How IHSA can help
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Free health 
and safety 
resources 
for your 
small 
business

As an independent contractor 
or small business employer, it is 
your duty to keep yourself and 
your workers healthy and safe. 
This means having a workplace 
that is free from accidents, 
injuries, and fatalities. The most 
important step toward that goal 
is to make sure your workers are 
properly informed and trained.

Of course your budget determines how 
much you can spend on training for yourself 
and your workers. And as a small business, 
you have a smaller budget to work with 
than a large company. IHSA understands 
this challenge. That is why we offer many 
different resources that are free or 
inexpensive for small businesses like yours.

A portion of what a firm pays in to the 
WSIB helps IHSA provide some training, 
products, and services at no charge

The following are only some examples of 
the many tools IHSA offers to support a 
small business’s commitment to health and 
safety. Please visit ihsa.ca to make use of 
these and many other free resources.
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Occupational Health and Safety Act—This half-
day course is an introduction to the Occupational 
Health and Safety Act. Participants will learn the 
basics and how to identify the requirements that 
apply to their workplace. This course is free to 
IHSA members. 

New Small Business Health and Safety (Part 1 
and Part 2)—This two-part program is designed 
for small business owners. It shows you how to 
comply with legislation and create a safe 
workplace for your employees. These two courses 
are free to IHSA members and non-members. 

Basics of Supervising—This is a two-day course 
that teaches workers how to fulfill their role 
as a supervisor. It also teaches the basic 
responsibilities under Ontario’s 
Occupational Health and Safety Act. This 
course is offered free to IHSA members.

T
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Safety Talks Manual (V005)—Start every day 
off right with a five-minute safety talk. This 
manual offers over 100 safety talks to remind 
your workers of the importance of health and 
safety on the job. The talks cover a wide range 
of topics, including fall protection, basic lifting, 
and backing vehicles. Free to IHSA members.

Construction Health and Safety Manual 
(M029)—This manual contains everything you 
need to recognize and protect yourself and 
your workers against construction health and 
safety hazards. Free to IHSA members.

Contractor’s Toolkit (B045)—Our toolkit can help 
firms develop or improve their health and safety 
programs. It is designed to help 
contractors comply with the Occupational Health 
and Safety Act, construction regulations, Ministry 
of Labour inspections, and WSIB audits. Free to 
IHSA members.

Training Catalogue (IHSA002)—This complete 
guide details all of the training programs offered 
by IHSA. Free to IHSA members and non-members.

Please note that many of our products are also 
available to download free as PDFs.

Safety Talks Manual 
(V005)

Construction Health 
and Safety Manual 
(M029)

Contractor’s Toolkit 
(B045)

Training Catalogue 
(IHSA002)

Basics of 
Supervising

Occupational Health 
and Safety Act

New Small Business 
Health and Safety
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Training 
Requirements 
Chart 
(W001)

Distracted Driving—This eLearning course is 
designed to help you identify the causes of 
distracted driving. Drivers will learn to minimize 
or eliminate distractions that lead to collisions, 
injuries, and deaths in the workplace and on the 
road. Free to IHSA members and non-members. 

Basics of Hearing Protection—This eLearning 
course provides information on noise-induced 
hearing loss (NIHL) in the workplace. It will 
teach you about noise hazards and how to 
control them. It also looks at new legislative 
requirements. Free to IHSA members and non-
members.

Workplace Violence and Harassment—This 
eLearning presentation outlines changes to the 
Occupational Health and Safety Act regarding 
violence and harassment in the workplace. You’ll 
learn how to recognize these situations in the 
workplace and what you need to do as an 
employer. Free to IHSA members and 
non-members.
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s Occupational Health Risks Booklet 
(W120)—This booklet contains 15 of IHSA’s 
occupational health risks brochures for 
workers in specific trades. The brochures 
contain prevention information for workers 
and employers and diagnostic toolkits for 
physicians. Free to IHSA members and 
non-members.

Training Requirements Chart (W001)—This 
chart shows all the training required by 
Ontario’s health and safety legislation for 
different kinds of construction jobs. It also 

shows the training required based on certain 
hazards that workers may encounter on a site. 
Free to IHSA members and non-members. 

Health and Safety Guide for Contracting Out 
Work (W006)—This booklet tells you what to 
consider and ask when contracting out work. It 
also explains how to recognize workplace risks 
and control strategies. Free to IHSA members and 
non-members.

We are always adding more resources, so be sure to check our website often. 
Go to ihsa.ca > Products > Free Product Downloads. 

Additional Resources
Visit our Small Business Resource Page for help in managing the health and safety of your small business. The 
page has links to many different resources for workers, supervisors, and owners. You will find forms, checklists, 
best practices, and information on training requirements. Go to ihsa.ca and scroll down to our Small Business 
Section, or visit ihsa.ca/smallbusiness.aspx

Basics of 
Hearing 
Protection

Distracted Driving

Workplace 
Violence and 
Harassment

Occupational 
Health Risks 
Booklet (W120) Health and 

Safety Guide 
for 
Contracting 
Out Work 
(W006)
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Wednesday, October 2, 2019

IHSA’s Annual 
General Meeting

For more than 50 years, the IHSA network of labour-management health and safety 
committees has worked to provide input and insight in order to help make Ontario one of 
the safest places in North America for workers. This year’s Co-Chair Meeting will focus on 
strategic planning. This network is part of an extensive system built on expertise from various 
trades, sector representatives, and stakeholders from across the province.

To register visit
ihsa.ca/AGM2019

Register early as space is limited. Online registration closes Monday, September 23, 2019. Visit ihsa.ca/AGM2019

 IHSA welcomes Minister of Labour Monte McNaughton 

 8:15 am  — Breakfast / Registration
 9 am — Meeting

To: Members of INFRASTRUCTURE HEALTH AND SAFETY ASSOCIATION

Take notice that the Annual General Meeting of voting members (the 
“Meeting”) of Infrastructure Health and Safety Association (“IHSA”) will be 
held on Wednesday, October 2, 2019 at 9 am (eastern daylight time) at the 
Centre for Health and Safety Innovation, 5110 Creekbank Road, Mississauga, 
ON L4W 0A1.

The Meeting has been called for the following purposes:
1. To ratify, sanction, confirm, and approve all acts, contracts, 

proceedings, appointments, elections, and payments enacted, made, 
done, and taken by all directors and officers of IHSA since the close of 
business at the last general meeting.

2.  To receive, consider, and approve the financial statements of IHSA 
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2018, and the report of the 
auditors.

3.  To appoint auditors and authorize the directors to fix their 
remuneration.

4.  To ratify the elected slate of directors of IHSA.
5.  To transact such other business as may properly come before the 

Meeting or any adjournment thereof.
 
If you are able to attend, please complete the registration form. If you are 
unable to attend, please complete the proxy form. For registration and 
proxy forms or more information, visit ihsa.ca/AGM2019.

Along with the formal business meeting, the annual general meeting is also an 
opportunity to hear from the Minister of Labour. Annual awards will be presented 
including the Gil Samson Award, the Roy A. Phinnemore Award, the John M. Beck 
Award, and the IHSA Recognition of Performance Achievement Milestone Awards.



The WAH provincial standard was a recommendation of 
the Expert Advisory Panel on Occupational Health and 
Safety, which was led by Tony Dean in 2010. The Ontario 
government accepted all of the recommendations made 
by the panel. The Working at Heights Training Program 
Standard responded to Recommendation 17: Development 
of mandatory fall protection training for workers who work 
at heights.

The research study done by IWH called “Evaluating the 
implementation and effectiveness of Ontario’s working-at-
heights training standard” was finished earlier this year. For 
more information on this study visit the IWH website at
https://bit.ly/2keUrSE. "This study, with Dr. Lynda Robson 
as the principal investigator, aimed to determine:

1. The extent to which the target population for the WAH 
training is being reached

2. What impact the introduction of the training 
requirements has had on fall prevention at construction 
projects. 

The study included the following elements:

• A review of training activity
• A survey of training providers
• A survey of construction employers
• Interviews with MOL inspectors
• A follow-up survey of learners with the assistance of 

IHSA
• A review of injury trends.

Research

Background

IHSA works with researcher to provide 
insight into working at heights training

In Ontario, employers must 
ensure that workers on 
construction projects who 
may use a method of fall 
protection receive working 
at heights (WAH) training. 

This training must meet the provincial standard 
established by the Prevention Office of the Ministry 
of Labour (MOL). Although more than 400,000 
people have received this training, many workers, 
owners, trainers, and government agencies have 
wondered how successful it has been. 

That’s why the Institute for Work and Health (IWH), 
which is an independent, not-for-profit research 
organization, has done a comprehensive study of 
WAH training in Ontario with the help of IHSA. 
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"When it came to injury decline and safe work practices, the 
groups that needed the most improvement improved the 
most," says Dr. Robson.

"The IWH evaluation found consistently strong evidence 
that the mandatory WAH training reached the target 
population. Construction sector employers were aware of 
the training requirement, and compliance was more than 
90 per cent for both large and small employers. By the 
time the regulation came into full force, 420,000 Ontario 
workers had been trained.

The evaluation found consistent evidence that the training 
had a positive impact at the work site. Employers and 
learners reported that, as a result of the training, safer work 
practices were being followed. A modest but statistically 
significant drop in lost-time injury claims for falls targeted 
by the training was found in 2017. However, it should be 
noted that it is still too soon to measure the full effect of 
the program in preventing injuries. "

IHSA had a vested interest in the results of the research 
because it is one of the largest WAH training providers 
in Ontario. However, we wanted to know if changes 
to our program were needed to ensure that the best 
possible training was being given to Ontario workers. 

“IHSA has the learning and evaluation mindset,” says 
Dr. Robson. IHSA provided data on pre- and post-WAH 
knowledge test scores for more than 630 training 
participants. Surveys were conducted by IWH at one, 
four, and seven weeks after training was successfully 
completed.

Those surveys found that:
• Self-reported WAH safety practices improved from 

before to after training

• More than half (51.8 per cent) said they had learned 
a lot

• The participants considered the information to be 
very useful.

Dr. Robson noted that IHSA was obliging in its efforts to 
share information. “IHSA was very open. They provided 
IWH the rare opportunity to recruit from the classes,” 
she says.

The results of the study have been shared in a number 
of ways, including through IHSA’s Labour-Management 
Network and both the Electrical and the Construction 
Section 21 Committees. The report is available on the 
IWH website: https://bit.ly/2keUrSE

IHSA'S efforts

What was learned
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Spotting the  

The first step 
in reducing 
driving 
hazards

RISKS
TRUCKINGin
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provisions that can increase the risk 
of an incident or injury. By filling those 
gaps, the risks can be reduced and 
safety can be improved. 

 “As they identified specific conditions 
and situations that could result in 
injury or illness, we asked the group, 
‘what keeps you up at night?’” says Dr. 
Dey. It turned out that what worried 
people the most were distracted 
driving, driver fatigue, and the 
carelessness of other road users.

When it came time to decide what the 
top 10 risks were for General Trucking 
– General Freight, only workers and 
managers in the industry were allowed 
to vote. They did so anonymously with 
hand-held electronic devices. Here is 
their list:

The Ontario Ministry of Labour (MOL), 
with the help of IHSA, has been 
working to identify the top risks in 
trucking. The hope is that this will help 
policy makers and the industry itself to 
reduce those risks and better protect 
workers.

This process began in March, when 
18 industry representatives from the 
general trucking sector—including 
management, labour, government, 
and health and safety associations—
met for a workplace risk assessment. 
The workshop was hosted by IHSA 
and facilitated by Dr. Sujoy Dey, a 
Corporate Risk Officer at the MOL.

IHSA provides training and consulting 
services to several transportation-
related rate groups including Rate 
Group 570, which covers General 
Trucking – General Freight. The MOL 
had asked IHSA for help connecting 
government representatives with 
industry stakeholders and experts. 

Before the workshop began, each 
participant had submitted his or her 
top health and safety concerns. The 
resulting list identified 105 risks in 
the sector. During the workshop, the 
participants discussed each of the 
risks at length and ranked them in 
order of importance. 

Although the federal and provincial 
laws and the corporate rules that 
apply to trucking contain many safety 
requirements, there are gaps in those 

If you want to remove the risks from any situation, 
you first have to understand what the risks are. 
That certainly applies to road safety planning 
in the trucking industry. You have to begin by 
identifying the driving-related risks that workers 
may encounter. 

Top 10 Health and Safety Risks in 
General Trucking – General Freight

1. Distracted driving

2. Driver fatigue

3. Careless drivers on the road (other 
truck drivers, other motorists)

4. Driving conditions

5. Lack of truck awareness for 
average everyday car drivers 
sharing the roads with the trucking 
industry

6. Slips, trips, and falls

7. Stress

8. Inadequate or insufficient training, 
skills, or qualifications

9. Illness resulting from the lifestyle 
of a long-distance driver

10. Working at heights (tarping loads)

The report produced as a result of the 
workshop was reviewed by a volunteer 
industry advisory committee for the 
transportation sectors. They decided 
that the next steps would be to make 
a detailed analysis of the root causes 
of driver fatigue and to create a plan 
for developing controls and activities 
for addressing those causes. The 
committee, together with IHSA, would 
support these steps and would help 
carry them out.

“Using the risk assessment method 
and analyzing its root causes within 
the workplace is an extremely effective 
method for understanding and 
identifying the leading indicators that 
allow industry to work more proactively 
in addressing key concerns,” says Dr. 
Dey.

IHSA will facilitate a Driver Fatigue 
Root Cause Analysis Workshop 
later in 2019. So stay tuned for more 
information on the results and industry 
recommendations. As always, IHSA 
has unique expertise and abilities in 
managing the dangers of high-risk 
activities. IHSA’s training courses are 
created and taught by experts who 
have experience working in these 
industries. This ensures that IHSA’s 
training and other offerings align not 
only with its own strategic plan but also 
with the results of this industry effort.

Sujoy Dey, Ph.D., CRM, Corporate Risk 
Officer, Ministry of Labour
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If you own a small business, 

you won’t have all of the same 

responsibilities as a larger 

firm, but you must still protect 

yourself and your workers from 

workplace hazards by following 

the law and your industry’s best 

practices. 

In fact, as a small business 

owner, you may need to be more 

aware of standard health and 

safety practices because you 

may not have a health and safety 

manager or supervisor. 

The best practices listed 

here will help small business 

owners understand and 

meet their health and safety 

responsibilities.

Applying 
health 

and 
safety 

best 
practices 
to small 

business
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Know the hazards
As a professional, you know your job and you have your 
job plans prepared. You also know what can go wrong. 
Part of your job plan should be to think about the dangers 
your workers might face while they do those jobs. For the 
industries served by IHSA, these are the top four hazards:

1. Musculoskeletal hazards (repetitive strain injuries, 
improper lifting techniques, etc.) 

2. Struck-bys (being hit by falling or flying objects, 
moving equipment, or backing vehicles) 

3. Falls (improper fall protection, falling from heights, 
falling through floor openings, etc.)

4. Motor-vehicle incidents (collisions, distracted driving, 
fatigue, traffic control, etc.).

Once you know the most likely hazards your workers will 
come across, you can figure out how to prevent them. As 
best practice, do a job safety analysis (JSA). 

1. Write down the steps of the job, as well as any working 
conditions that would have an effect on safety. 

2. Identify any hazards associated with each step of the 
job or working condition. 

3. Decide if any or all of the hazards can be eliminated. 
4. If some cannot, use controls to help minimize them. 
5. Describe the JSA to your workers, or give them copies. 

For a blank JSA form, visit the Resources for Small 
Businesses page at ihsa.ca 
ihsa.ca/smallbusiness/resources_small-businesses.aspx 

Know the rules
Small business owners need to know and understand 
the health and safety rules and regulations that apply 
to their company, industry, and workers. It may be 
the Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA) for 
provincially regulated firms or the Canada Labour Code, 
Part II (CLC) for federally regulated firms. 

For example, the federal CLC requires every employer 
to develop, implement, and monitor a workplace hazard 
prevention program. On the other hand, the provincial 
OHSA requires every workplace with more than five 
employees to have a written health and safety policy and 
a program to implement that policy. 

For help in developing or updating your health and safety 
or hazard prevention program, visit the Policy and Program 
Templates section on our website: 
ihsa.ca/resources/policy_program_resources.aspx 

Get the training
Depending on the type of work you do, you and your 
workers may require specific training to meet the health 
and safety legislation. 

Awareness training ensures that workers have the general 
knowledge and understanding to recognize health and 
safety risks in a typical workplace. Usually, however, the 
employer must also provide specialized workplace-specific 
or site-specific training. 

Workplace-specific training ensures that workers are 
trained on the particular methods, machinery, tools, or 
applications that they will use at the work.

It is often required for high-risk work such as working at 
heights, working on overhead powerlines, and operating 
large trucks or heavy equipment. 

In addition, orientation training for new workers is a critical 
step because they are more likely to be injured than 
experienced workers. A new worker may be a young worker 
but can also be a worker who is new to a particular job or 
jobsite.

Get a competent supervisor
If an employer appoints a supervisor, they are required by 
law to ensure that the supervisor is a “competent person”. 
As defined by the OHSA, a competent person is qualified 
because of knowledge, training, and experience to organize 
the work and its performance. For many small businesses, 
however, one of the supervisors may be the employer. 

Supervisory training such as IHSA’s Basics of Supervising 
course can help ensure that supervisors meet the legal 
requirements of a competent person and develop the skills 
to do their jobs effectively. This course is available for both 
provincially and federally regulated firms.

Supervisors need to be proficient in four main health and 
safety tasks: 

1. Inspecting
2. Investigating
3. Enforcing
4. Communicating.

To that end, IHSA recently introduced a one-day 
Communication Skills for Supervising Health & Safety course, 
which builds on what they learn in Basics of Supervising. 

Build health and safety into your 
business
If you talk about health and safety and put signs and posters 
around the jobsite, it shows your workers that you care 
about their well-being. This can help improve employee 
morale. If safety is important to you, it will be important to 
them, and they will be more likely to follow your lead. Before 
long, safety will become a routine, not something that you 
have to keep reminding them about. 

Safety talks are a great way to start the work day and a 
good reminder to your employees to work safely. Visit IHSA’s 
Safety Talks web page for over a hundred free safety talks 
that you can download: ihsa.ca/resources/safetytalks.aspx 

Of course, actions speak louder than words, so be sure to 
correct any unsafe working conditions. Reward employees 
who are carrying out their duties safely and discipline 
those who are not. Workers need to see that there are 
consequences to their actions.

Know what’s available to you
Your IHSA membership lets you take training courses or 
receive health and safety products free of charge or at a 
reduced cost. Start taking advantage of what’s available to 
you. Take a look at the ihsa.ca website and see how we can 
help. IHSA has training courses, products, and sections of 
the website that cater specifically to small businesses. You 
are automatically a member of IHSA if you are employed 
with a firm that pays premiums to the WSIB in Ontario. 
Visit https://www.ihsa.ca/About.aspx to learn more.
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